Count and Color

Follow the directions.

Color two boxes red.

Color five boxes green.

Color four boxes yellow.

Color the middle box black.

Color five boxes red.

Color all of the boxes your favorite color.

Color the first box orange.

Color two boxes purple.

Color one box blue.

Color three boxes orange.

Color one box purple and one box red.

Color three boxes brown.

Color the last box blue.

Draw a red dot inside each box.
Count and Color answer key.
(Unless directions indicate a specific square be colored, squares may be colored in any order.)

Follow the directions.

Color two boxes red.

Color five boxes green.

Color four boxes yellow.

Color the middle box black.

Color five boxes red.

Color the first box orange.

Color two boxes purple.

Color one box blue.

Color three boxes orange.

Color one box purple and one box red.

Color three boxes brown.

Color all of the boxes your favorite color.

Color the last box blue.

Draw a red dot inside each box.